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The Department of Journalism 

and Mass Communication in 

association with IQAC, 

Asutosh College held an 

enriching seminar on 

Bollywood's Portrayal of 

Sports- The New Trend . The 

respected speaker of this 

seminar lecture was Professor 

Shikhi Chatterjee, who with her lively energy and immense ability to 

capture the audience, engaged into a meaningful interaction with the 

undergraduate students of 2nd and 4th semester. 

The session began with Dr.Priyanka Roy introducing Professor Shikhi 

Chatterjee ma’am. Prof. Chatterjee began her presentation after the 

introduction.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Throughout the seminar, she gave innumerable examples of how sports 

is portrayed in Indian Cinema and how massively it effects the crowd. 

She discussed the challenges of choosing athletics as a career in India a 

few years ago and how the glorification of playing sports in films has 



extended people's perspectives throughout the nation, inspiring 

thousands of youth to pursue their goals.She elaborated on the obstacles 

that women have to face to play sports passionately in our country, 

especially in the backward states. She provided examples of movies 

where female sports has been acknowledged and brought an astonishing 

change in the real world. For example – Chak De India, Dangal, Mary 

Kom, few of which have been inspired from real life stories have 

managed to uplift and empower women in various parts of the country. 

 
 

She concluded on the note that 

representation of sports in Indian 

Cinema has enormously 

increased and has facilitated 

development in many sports related 

sectors. She also mentioned 

some sports based movies that 

are about to come to the 

screens. 

 
 

After the session Dr. Debastuti Dasgupta ma'am gave a heartfelt vote of 

thanks to Professor Shikhi Chatterjee, to the organisers, other 

departmental faculty members, students, employees, and other 

attendees. 

 

 


